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What is it like to live 350 kilometers above the Earth and fly more than 27.000 kilometers per hour through 

space?  Right now, a team of astronauts are doing just that. They are orbiting Earth in a spacecraft called the 

international Space Station, or ISS. 

The United States, Russia, Japan, Canada, Brazil and the European Space agency are building the ISS together. 

The space station is huge. It’s larger than a soccer field and weighs more than 450.000 kilograms. Scientists 

aren’t putting the station together on Earth because it is so big and heavy, instead, they are launching smaller 

parts into space on space shuttles and rockets. The first part went out into space in 1998. It will take about 

fifteen years to build. 

  

 

MOVING AROUND 

Life on a space station can be strange because there is so little gravity. Imagine there is no gravity to keep you 

on your chair, or your pen on your desk. You can’t walk, you float from one place to the next.  

Bill Shepherd, the commander of the first ISS team, says, “It’s like moving in a swimming pool only you’re 

even lighter”. Shepherd spend four months on the space station. His muscles and bones became weak in space 

because there is so little gravity. After returning to Earth, Shepherd could not walk well for a week.  

 

 

EATING AND SLEEPING 

In space astronauts can sleep upside down and float in the middle of a room. But it’s dangerous; if the 

astronauts move around when they sleep, they can cause serious accidents. So, at night, they sleep in bags that 

hang from the walls. 

Astronauts used to eat mashed food from tubes, but scientists have discovered better ways to cook in space. 

Some foods, like eggs and fruit juice, are dry. Astronauts just add water. Other foods like hot dogs and soup, 

are in plastic bags. Astronauts heat the bags before they eat. 

 

 

WORK AND PLAY 

ISS astronauts work very hard. They do science experiments, build the space station, or exercise. Astronauts 

have to exercise a lot. But they need to rest, too. When Bill Shepherd had free time, he liked to e-mail people 

at home, take pictures of Earth, read books and watch movies. 

 

 

WHY BUILD A SPACE STATION? 

It will cost the United Sates and other countries billions of dollars to participate in the ISS. Why are they doing 

it? Scientists can do experiments inside ISS that they cannot do on Earth because there is so little gravity. Also, 

they can take clearer pictures of space than they can take on Earth. They can study pollution, rain forests and 

the weather on our planet, too.  

Muscles and bones become weak in space. Some scientists believe that humans will live in space someday, so 

astronauts are studying other changes that happen to the human body during long periods in low gravity.  

 

 

MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS.  

 

1. Gravity     _____  A. A space capsule or vehicle put into orbit by such a device 

2. Rocket      _____  B. Lacking in strength or vigor 

3. Float         _____            C. A test, trial, or set of actions, esp. one for the purpose of discovering 

something             

                                                   unknown or of testing a principle, law, or theory 

4. Experiment _____  D. To move gently on the surface of a liquid; 

5. Weak         _____             E. The force of attraction by which objects tend to fall toward the center of a 



 

 

 

 

mass,       

                                                     as that of objects falling on earth. 

 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ACCORDING TO THE TEXT.  

1. Why are scientists building a space station? Give two reasons? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How does an astronaut move around in a space station? Why? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What kind of food do astronauts eat in the space station? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. How is the space station being built? How much time will it take? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. If you were an astronaut. What would be the biggest/ hardest challenge to face? Why? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

                                                              VOCABULARY 

COMPLETE EACH SENTENCE WITH THE FOLLOWING WORDS:  

           optimistic,            generous,              energetic,            responsible,            confident,  

           outgoing,              ambitious,            patient,               determined,             stubborn,  

1. She believes that good things will happen. She’s _____________________________ 

2. They won’t allow anyone or anything to stop them. They’re ________________________ 

3. Janet makes Friends easily. She’s ______________________________ 

4. He shows great passion about his cooking. He’s _________________________ 

5. Mario worked hard. He’s _____________________ he will do well on his final exams 

6. You can trust him to take care of things. He’s ________________________ 

7. you are always very calm. You’re so _______________________ 

8. she does a lot of things in one day! She’s ______________________ 

9. Gina is so _______________________. She never listens to anyone’s advice 

10. She wants to be successful and famous. She’s ______________________ 

11. They are very kind and share what they have. They’re _______________________ 

 

 

MATCH THE FIRST PART OF EACH SENTENCE WITH ITS ENDING. 

1. In some parts of India, snakes are valued    a. because they help farmers protect their crops from pests ____ 

2. Pigmy rattlesnake venom is used    b. to make biodegradable bottles, bandages and bulletproof     

                                                                              jackets _____ 

3. Experts want to use spider silk    c. to create a new heart medicine ____ 

4. Experts have copied sharkskin    d. but birds and other animals like to eat them_____ 

5. Wasps play a crucial part in the ecosystem  e. because they control the rat population _____ 

6. Slimy snails are garden pests,     f. and created a plastic that stops germs spreading in hospitals__  

 

 

MATCH EACH WORD WITH ITS DEFINITION 

1.  A strong and forceful way to do something   a. poison ____ 

2. A story told in ancient culture to explain a belief   b. misconception _____ 

3. So unpleasant that it makes you feel slightly sick   c. slimy _____ 

4. Everything that exists in a particular environment  d. ecosystem ______ 

5. Covered in a thick, slippery liquid     e. myth _____ 

6. Producing good or helpful results     f. disgusting _____ 

7. A wrong idea or belief      g. beneficial _____ 



 

 

 

 

8. A substance causing people to die or become very sick  h. aggressive ____ 

 

 

MATCH EACH WORD WITH ITS DEFINITION 

1.  Measured in pounds or kilos     a. evolve ______ 

2. Float in the air       b. hollow ______ 

3. Distance between wing tips     c. soar ______ 

4. The action of flying      d. features ______ 

5. Empty        e. weight ______ 

6. Not late        f. flap ______ 

7. Fly upward        g. glide ______ 

8. Characteristics       h. early ______ 

9. The movement of wings up and down    i. adaptation ______ 

10. Not great or high in size or number    j. wingspan ______ 

11. A change to improve life in an environment   k. flight ______ 

12. The ability to do something     l. limited ______ 

13. Develop and improve over time     m. capability ______ 

 

                                                                  GRAMMAR 

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERB IN PARENTHESES 

TO MAKE SPECULATIONS ABOUT THE PAST.  

1. Your mother __________________________________ (be) a great cook. Everyone wants her recipe book! 

2. I don't know why I was so tired in college. I ________________________________ (be) working too hard.  

3. Do you know where Carl went? He ____________________________ (leave) his car keys are on the table. 

4. You seem to know everything about that old band. You ________________________ (listen) to them a lot! 

5. To give the promotion to Harold was silly. He __________________________________ (know) much 

about this company after only a year working here. No wonder our sales are down! 

6. Go and look in the kitchen for your gloves. You _______________________________ (put) them in there. 

7. Oh, we have a missed call. It ______________________________ (be) Kate. She always calls on 

Wednesday.  

8. Dan had been practicing for the concert since June. He __________________________ (do) his part 

perfectly! 

9. That couple ____________________________ (think) much of the show. They left after only 20 minutes! 

10. The family next door to me growing up had a new car every week. They_______________________ 

(make) a lot of money! 

 

CHOOSE TWO POSSIBLE SPECULATIONS FOR EACH STATEMENT. 

1. Eric came back from the jungle covered in red spots. ___________ 

2. They decided never to go on a safari again. __________ 

3. Maya changed her mind about becoming a zoologist. ___________ 

4. The crowd looked scared. __________ 

5. Julio and Ana don’t want to go into the water. _________ 

6. Jenny couldn’t sleep last night. ___________ 

 

                     a.  They might have seen a jellyfish 

                     b.  She must have realized she’d have to experiment with animals. 

                     c.  They might have Heard wolves howling outside her window. 

                     d.  She may have seen a cockroach on her bedroom wall.  

                     e.  A tropical insect must have stung him. 

                     f.  They might have seen some vampire bats. 

                     g.  They might have Heard strange noises. 

                     h.  They must have encountered a dangerous animal. 



 

 

 

 

                     i.  They must have Heard about the shark attack last week. 

                     j.  Mosquitoes may have bitten him. 

                     k.  She may have decided she’ll make more money as a vet. 

                     l.  They may have seen lions killing another animal. 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION   

1.When Anne  opened/had opened the door, she realized that somebody  broke/had broken into. 

2.Elisa was very upset because her computer disappeared/had disappeared  yesterday. 

3.My cousin promised/had promised me to bring me a souvenir from France last month. 

5.By the time Julia left/had left the shop, she spent/had spent all her money on clothes. 

6.I didn’t want to see that film because I saw/had seen it twice. 

7. Philip tidied/had tidied his bedroom before he left/had left for work. 

8.My husband did/had done the shopping after I called/had called him. 

9.Alfred had worked/worked in a bank for five years before he was sent to Rome. 

10.The judge said that she was guilty because she took/had taken the money for herself. 

 

WRITE PAST SIMPLE OR PAST PERFECT? 

1.Barbara __________________ (live) in Greece for three years before she _______________ (move) to Italy. 

2.My team ___________________ (not win) the football match because they ________________ (play) 

badly. 

3.The teacher ___________________ (punish) the student because he _________________ (be) very 

naughty. 

4.By winter, the new soap opera ________________________ (become) the most popular show on TV. 

5.He __________________ (mug) three passengers by the time the police _____________________ (arrive) 

6.The pirates __________________________ (hijack) an enormous ship two months ago in Somalia. 

7.The captain of the ship ____________________ (surrender) because he ________________ (hate) 

violence. 

8.The journalist _______________(interview) the famous actress before the TV__________________ (come) 

9.Everyone ______________________ (leave) the train before the bomb _____________________ (explode) 

10.By the time my mom _____________________ (prepare) lunch, we __________________ (lay) the table. 

 

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH EITHER ZERO OR FIRST CONDITIONAL.  

1. There _________________________________ (be) difficulties in the traffic if it snows. 

2. You will see London Eye if you _______________________________ (visit) London. 

3. If you ___________________________ (go) to the disco tomorrow, you will dance a lot. 

4. If you _________________________ (not / go) out, please be sure to rent some up-dated films. 

5. I won’t go to the party if it _____________________________ (rain). 

6. If you __________________________ (sit) in the sun, you get burned. 

7. If I _________________________ (be) even 5 minutes late for work, my boss shouts at me. 

8. If you _________________________ (speak) too loud, I am able to hear you. 

9. If babies _________________________ (not / sleep), they become too easily upset. 

10. My friend Laura will be too disappointed if she ________________________ (fail) the driving test. 

11. What will you do if she __________________________ (refuse) to go out with you? 

12. I will give you a candy if you _____________________________ (behave) yourself. 

13. I always _________________________ (feel) miserable when it rains. 

14. You will fell healthier if you _____________________________ (exercise) regularly. 

 

 

FILL IN THE GAPS SO AS TO BUILD CORRECT TYPE 2 CONDITIONAL SENTENCES. 

1. If I _____________________ (be) you, I _________________________ (study) for the final exam. 

2. If my parents ____________________ (be) rich, I ___________________ (not / need) to work so much. 

3. If Sara ____________________________ (have) a good handwriting, I could understand her texts! 

4. If my computer __________________ (function) properly, I ____________________ (use) it more often. 



 

 

 

 

5. You ___________________ (be) healthier if you ______________________ (eat) less red meat. 

6. If we ______________________ (eat) more vegetables, our body ___________________ (be) healthier. 

7. If you _________________ (tidy) up your bedroom every day, it ________________ (not / be) in a mess. 

8. I ____________________ (not / do) the chores myself if I ___________________ (have) more money. 

9. We could stay in Tom’s house, if he ________________________ (live) in a big house. 

10. There _________________ (be) confrontation if the two opposite cheerleaders _____________ (appear). 

11. If they __________________ (know) more vocabulary, they___________________ (be) able to 

understand more easily. 

 

 

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING CROSS WORD WITH THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERBS 

IN PAST PARTICIPLE FORM. 
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ACROSS DOWN 

1. to chose 1.   to come 

5. to bring 2.   to begin 

6. to feel 3.   to cut 

8.   to be 4.   to do 

9.   to fly 6.   to do 

11. to eat 7.   to catch 

12. to dig 8.   to bite 

13. to drink 10. to forget 

15. to build 14. to find 

16. to blow 15. to break 

17. to get 16. to beat 

18. to cost  

19. to draw  

20. to drive  

21. to become  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 


